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Abstract - Efficient image watermarking scheme using LPDCT
and spatial domain with new embedding algorithm (SDNEA).
Watermarking is also a process data authentication
implementation into mat lab tool and creates definite image
data security and image data protection of digital media and
transfer one end to another secure. Watermarking is also the
simplest way supported hides some secret information in
another file like image and text image. Watermarking could be
a conception closely associated with steganography. In this
paper survey on image watermarking Scheme Using LP-DCT.
Watermarking Scheme LP additionally make a case for the
categories of watermarking but low robustness and varied
techniques of watermarking and necessities of digital
watermarking survey. Comparative analysis of some major
watermarking Schemes. Our planned a spatial domain with
new embedding algorithm improve image performance metric
like peak S/N (PSNR) and normalized correlation (NC) and
against JPEG and geometric attack in terms sensible of
excellent invisibleness and good hardiness. Digital image
watermarking that does not need the primary image for
watermark detection and purpose technique is strong robust
to must and ownership.
Key Words:
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discrete cosine Transform. Watermarking, Image
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Frequency Domain.
1. INTRODUCTION
Efficient image watermarking scheme using LPDCT and
spatial domain with new embedding algorithm (SDNEA). A
newly
digital image watermarking
presented by
watermarking technique to develop a digital image
watermarking algorithm to provide better embedding and
higher robustness against variety of attacks and
watermarking technique (SDNEA) is provided in strong
robust .Digital watermarking has provided a valid solution to
the current drawback. Image, audio or video marks will be
embedded into digital contents for and the authentication,
ownership, security, forensic chase, counterfeit deterrence,
multimedia system classification, etc. the planning of
watermarking message, watermarking embedding and
extraction algorithms are the main analysis areas in digital
watermarking field. The development of data technique and
communication network, multimedia system technique has
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been applied to several connected fields. The confidentiality,
integrity and accessibility of multimedia system data,
because the basic properties, are simply broken in signal
process and transmission method because of the
vulnerability and the external environment. It means these
algorithms not only will understand copyright protection
and content certification by embedding the assigned
watermarks into host signals, however can also completely
recover the first host signals by extraction formula. Planned
modulo addition technique in area domain, however this
formula had a defect of watermarking value overflow.
Created knowledge compression in integer wavelet domain,
and embedded the watermark in vacated bit area. Planned
associate degree formula supported bit shift in data security
meeting of planned a replacement watermarking technique
watermarking technique by changing the watermarking
price bar chart in area domain.
2. LaplacianPyramid and new reconstructed method
i.e.special domain new embedding algorithm
A watermarking (SDNEA) will be classified into three
varieties by difference growth, by knowledge compression,
and by bar chart bin exchanging. The embedding capability,
robustness, imperceptibility and shrewd quality are the
basic criterions of the SDNEA. The technique using
difference growths are weak in robustness as a result of the
destroyed location map might cause mismatching. Any loss
of the compressed knowledge might destroy the entire
embedded knowledge as a result of the most knowledge
compression techniques cannot resist any distortions. The
algorithms by bar chart bin exchanging might have higher
robustness; however have low embedding capabilities at
constant time. In recent years, an inspiration named close to
watermarking was mentioned wide. It means knowledge
modifications will be accepted, supposing that the worth of
watermarking difference between recovered and original
host knowledge square measure within a most user-defined
distance. If this sure is sufficiently low, the watermarking
embedding and extraction method will be considered as
close to Planned a watermarking technique for copyright
protection of remote sensing images, by forcing a most
absolute difference between the original and watermarked
scene, the watermarking technique paradigm created it
possible to decrease .proposed a frequency domain digital
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watermarking system that was a watermarking for standard
image validation. An Image watermarking using
watermarking technique supported the bits replacement.
Simulation results prove that the watermarked image not
only will well hide the watermark data by storing the bits
replace bits knowledge of host image and therefore the
Watermark information within the same bit, however can
also be recovered to the original host image to a high extent.
Also, the formula will build employment in robustness and
procedure complexity. Watermark technique is processes of
bits replace and also replacement. watermark technique for
embedding data in a digital host signal. Bit is replaced in a
cycle manner and replaced the bits in row. Data extraction is
actually the reverse process of the data embedding.
3-THE
PROPOSED
ALGORITHM

ALGORITHM

EMBADDING

Step 1: Load an original image in MATLAB.
Step 2: Convert the color source image into gray scale image.
Step3: Load gray scale image as an image host image and
watermark image.

Step 4: Recover the watermark
Step 5: end
4-SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
REQUIREMENTS
Image watermarking technique therefore, evaluation of
the image quality is an essential issue. The quality of
reconstructed images can be evaluated in terms of
objective in objective evaluation, statistical properties are
considered. In this chapter, objective parameters for
image watermarking algorithm are presented. The
objective evaluation measure includes peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR). By adjusting the parameters, robust can be
achieved for watermarking image against different attack
image. The objective quality metric includes the statistical
analysis of an input data. There are various objective
evaluation parameters. The most commonly used
parameters are Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
(PSNR).Standard size image used, boat image and market
image.

Step 4: the convert into matrixes of host image and
watermark image, H (r, c) and watermark image W(r, c),
write the dimensions of watermark into the top of the host
image. H (r, c), r =1: X, c =1: Y, X and Y are the row and
column of host image respectively. W (r, c), r = 1: x, c =1: y, x
and y are the row and column of watermark.
Step 3: calculate the ratio R of host image and watermark by
formula (1).
R = (X × Y) (x× y) (1)
Step 5: Host image and watermark are divide into little
blocks per the value of R.

Figure 3 original image embedding intoBoat image get
watermark image

(1) If R & it; eight, the scale of watermark image extends the
capability of host image, and also the algorithm stop;
(2) If R ≥ eight, the watermark image may be embedded into
the host image. The larger R is, the less the host image is lost.
Step 6: the watermark embedding into Host image and by
the divided 8*8 blocks.
Step 7: end
Extraction
Step1: Read watermarked image.
Step 2: then extract the watermark into the watermarked
image.

Figure 4 original image embedding into market image get
watermark image

Step 3: Extract watermark image.
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5- PARAMETER MEASURED

Result Graph

1. Embedded time:The time which is taken to embed the
original image O (r, c) and the host image H(r, c) then that
time is said to be embedded time.

Result Graph

2. Recover time: The time which is taken to recover the
watermark image W M (r, c) into original image O(r, c) then
that time is called recover time.
3. PSNR: The term peak signal-to-noise ratio is an
expression for the ratio between the maximum possible
value (is called power) of a signal and the power is also
reducing noise that affects the quality of its representation.

1. Embedding Time: boat image and market image as a host
image and logo image as an original image embedding and
get watermark image. Embedding time in SDNEA is less
compare to LPDCT.
Recover Time

Time
(in sec)

=

.
=

20.

…………… eq no (1)
Here, MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of the
image. Digital images are represented 8 bits per every pixel,
this is 255 and MSE is the mean square error. Mean Square
Error (MSE) is another important evaluation constraint for
measuring the quality of compressed image generally used
along with the PSNR analysis. It compares the original data
and reconstructed data and results the level of distortion.
The MSE between the original data and the reconstructed
data is and also MAX is the maximum possible pixel value of
the image. Digital images are represented 8 bits per every
pixel, this is 255. MSE is the Mean Square Error between the
original O (r, c) and the watermarked image W M (r, c)
6-EXPERIMENTAL ON DIFFERENT IMAGES WITH
DIFRENT ATTACK .

Image (in PNG)
Figure 5 Image embedding processing in time analysis
2. Recover Time: Watermark as a logo image as an original
image extract in boat image and market image as a host
image. In this process recover time in SDNEA is less compare
to LPDCT.
Recover Time

Time
(in sec)

1) Mosaic Attack

Figure 6 Watermark recover processing in time analysis

Table 1. Performance comparison between SDNEA &
LPDCT
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3. PSNR: Logo image as an original image and boat image
and market image as a host image embedding and get
watermark image. Embedding time in SDNEA is less
compare to LPDCT.Watermark as a logo image as an original
image extract in boat image and market image as a host
image. In this process recover time in SDNEA is less compare
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to LPDCT. In this process PSNR value is high in SDNEA
compare to LPDCT.
PSNR

2. Recover Time: Watermark as a logo image as an
Original image extract in boat image and market image as a
host image. In this process recover time in SDNEA is less
compare to LPDCT.
Embedding Time

SNR
Value

Time (in
sec)

(in db)

Image (in PNG)
Figure 7 SDNEA and LPDCT PSNR Value analysis
Result Graph
1. Embedding Time: boat image and market image as a host
image and logo image as an original image embedding and
get watermark image. Embedding time in SDNEA is less
compare to LPDCT.
Embedding Time

ime
(in sec)

Figure 8 Watermark recover processing in time analysis
3. PSNR: Logo image as an original image and boat image
and market image as a host image embedding and get
watermark image. Embedding time in SDNEA is less
compare to LPDCT. Watermark as a logo image as an original
image extract in boat image and market image as a host
image. In this process recover time in SDNEA is less compare
to LPDCT. In this process PSNR value is high in SDNEA
compare to LPDCT.
PSNR
PSNR
Value
(in db)

Figure 5.6 Image embedding processing in time analysis
2)

Gaussian Noise Attack

Technique

Experimental
image

Embedding
Time

Recover
Time

PSNR

LPDCT

Boat
(512x512
PNG)

2.4804

1.341609

513.5673

SDNEA

61KB

2.4648

1.118268

515.4155

2.8392

1.279208

215.2173

2.6832

1.133868

219.7553

LPDCT
Market
SDNEA

(512x512
PNG)
283.4KB

Table 2. Performance comparison between SDNEA &
LPDCT
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Figure 9 SDNEA and LPDCT PSNR Value analysis
7-RESULT ANALYSIS
The following steps are used in this algorithm: Load an
original image and host image in MATLAB 2013a. Divide the
host image into small blocks and convert into 8x8 matrixes.
Embed the watermark data into the divided small blocks in
host image and row wise revs bits replace into the host
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image. Get watermark image Apply attack on watermark
image Recover original image Calculate parameter and End.
The following experimental Coefficient Replacement using
LPDCT Technique results of the proposed data embedding
and Watermark Image attack using different attack
extraction are presented and discussed in this section. Two
8-bit images with a were simulated. Undetectable or
transparency can be obtained from the PSNR of embedded
image. The original image boat image and market image as a
host image, it cannot be found any difference by human
vision. The watermarked images attacked by different attack
method with quality less and cropping and painting. Most
approaches embedded the hidden data into the central point
band of the LPDCT in block effect. In the SDNEA, the bit
stream is hidden in the lower band. Bits replace using
SDNEA In this section; we use the classical gray-level image,
boat image and market image as a host image as host image
and embed a watermark (8 bits per pixel) into the host
image. We can get an error image D (r,c) by calculating the
difference of the original host image I (r,c) and the recovered
image I′ (r, c). We know that pixels are changed in the
embedding and extraction process. By calculating the PSNR
ratio of changed pixels to the original image size and recover
image size, surely, the watermark cannot be completely
extracted from the host image.
8-CONCLUSIONS
1) Digital Image Watermarking techniques efficient image
watermarking scheme using LPDCT and spatial domain with
new embedding algorithm (SDNEA).
2) The transform domain based mostly watermarking
techniques are suggested to realize hardiness. Completely
different digital watermarking techniques shows different
hardiness level on different attacks.
3) Spacial domain based mostly technique (LSB technique)
that is one the foremost well-liked technique of spacial
domain image watermarking technique shows good
hardiness against totally different geometric attacks.
4) Transfer domain techniques like DWT based mostly
watermarking techniques, LPDCT and DWT based mostly
composite watermarking technique, Multi channel DWT
primarily based mostly technique are higher than spacial
domain based technique watermarking algorithm based on
the bits replacement method and LPDCT which allows near
lossless recovery of the original host image.
5) Our proposed algorithm (SDNEA) recovers the original
image data and high extent, but also has good performance
in robustness, hiding ability and computing complexity.
6) The embedding capacity of this algorithm is mainly
decided by the ratio between the size of the host image and
watermark. Also, this algorithm is the good embedding
capacity and strong robust.
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